SONOS is yet another American business success story. Although born in Silicon Valley, this one didn’t start in a garage. And unlike so many failed Silicon Valley startups in the ultra competitive consumer electronics industry, this one succeeded.

Today, SONOS, has sold millions of its products and for good reasons: their product is modestly priced and is a snap to install.

SONOS offers the ability to do three things easily and affordably: STREAM music wirelessly through the home to SONOS speakers, CONNECT your home stereo wirelessly to your music library on a network or hard drive, and lastly, CONTROL your music media and sources wirelessly from any smartphone, tablet or computer.
SONOS was created in 2003 and led by two men, John McFarlane and Tom Cullen. Perhaps during that time, their creative vision was fueled by the digital music management implemented by the rogue company, Napster, and the meteoric growth of Cisco.

It’s obvious they saw the power of IP communications in the workplace and the potential of WiFi in the home. Their shared vision was SONOS, a music solution that made music playing across the home network as easy as making toast.

“We wanted it to be like grabbing a CD off of a shelf and popping it into a player. It had to be that easy,” said Cullen.

MacFarlane’s vision was a digital streaming music solution. “When the SONOS founders got together they saw two trends - digital music and wireless - and their vision in 2002 was that all music was going streaming,” remarked Fiede Schillmoeller, Public Relations Director for SONOS.
STREAM. Stream your music library from almost any source or hard drive to SONOS speakers - wirelessly.

CONNECT. Connect your home stereo to your music library on the internet or hard drive - wirelessly.

CONTROL. Control your music library with a playlist that lets you decide what music plays when & where - wirelessly.
Access any music on earth - in any room - from one app.

Enjoy any music in any room

Easy to set up - start with any speaker

Expand your system to other rooms

Control your entire home listening experience from any smartphone, tablet or computer

Stream different music in different rooms in your home

Group rooms to play one song

The SONOS app comes with Tune-in Radio, and also works with the establishment: Rdio, Pandora, Spotify, Amazon Cloud Player, Rhapsody, SiriusXM, iHeart Radio, and more.
PLAY: 1 - Small size, reasonable sound for size and price: $199 each
PLAY: 3 - Medium size, good sound and versatility: $299 each
PLAY: 5 - Large size, featuring stereo driver arrays in one cabinet: $399
PLAYBAR - Sound bar for television and home stereo: $699
SUB - Subwoofer: $699
BRIDGE - Streams your music network wirelessly to a PLAY product, or if you’re not inclined to hook the PLAY product directly to the network: $49
CONNECT - Connects your music network to your existing home stereo: $349
CONNECT:AMP - Connects your music network to your existing home stereo speakers. Includes 55 watt stereo amplifier: $499
PLAY - Speaker products available in white or black
You can hook up your PLAY products directly to your router and enjoy streaming music within minutes. What sets SONOS apart is the simplicity of initial setup and the ease of pairing speakers, like the PLAYBAR with the SUB. If you want to add additional PLAY speakers, use the BRIDGE.

The BRIDGE allows you to place the PLAY Series in a location that does not have a router or ethernet cable. The system is based on a wireless mesh network. The PLAY products and CONNECTs are mesh “nodes.” The products communicate across this network, through the separate nodes. By adding the BRIDGE and each PLAY product, you are extending your network within the home.
SONOS allows you to add your existing stereo system to your online and digital music library with the CONNECT. Or if you like - you can add the CONNECT:AMP, which allows you to stream music to any conventional wired speaker.

With its own dedicated wireless system, SONOS lets you stream music to anywhere in the home with a solid infrastructure, simple setup and complete control of your home listening experience. You can keep adding a new bridge in each room or area, and into your router via Ethernet cable. Pressing the top buttons of each component adds it to the system.

“We did not want to rely on the router that was already installed, that’s where the idea for our own wireless network came about,” Schillmoeller explains. “It’s called SONOSNet.” The design team eventually hired Meiko Mieko Kusano, a designer for Phillips, who told them, “Usability is in the bones of the product, not the skin.”
POINT
SONOS is successful because it does three things very well: STREAM, CONNECT and CONTROL at an attractive price point. SONOS plays well with Apple or Android, you decide. Their speakers sound quite good, and appearance is nicely done. And of course, set up is a breeze.

COUNTERPOINT
SONOS speakers are not wireless. They are only speaker wireless, so you still have an AC wire to contend with. They don’t currently make an outdoor speaker, and although they promote their speakers as “humidity resistant”, we strongly advise against putting a 110 volt appliance in a high humidity area such as an outdoor deck or bathroom.

Yes, the PLAY series speakers are good sounding but not great sounding. The PLAY series speakers are not sonically competitive with similarly priced Paradigm or Martin Logan line of speakers, cabineted or in-wall. But that is an unfair comparison, as the SONOS offers (speaker) wireless capability.
SONOS OFFERS INSTALLATION SOLUTIONS FOR ROOMS OR AREAS THAT MAY BE OTHERWISE DIFFICULT TO WIRE OR WHERE YOU’RE UNWILLING TO INVEST IN THE COST OR HASSLE OF INSTALLING SPEAKER WIRES, SUCH AS IN A GUEST ROOM, GARAGE, OR VACATION HOME.

THE CONNECT OFFERS YOU THE ABILITY TO WIRELESSLY STREAM YOUR MUSIC LIBRARY ACROSS THE HOME. PAIR THE CONNECT WITH A HIGH QUALITY DAC FROM MICROMEGA OR MOON, AND YOU HAVE AN AFFORDABLE, NETWORKED WIRELESS SOLUTION WITH A WELL DESIGNED CONTROLLER APP THAT RUNS ON YOUR TABLET, SMARTPHONE, OR COMPUTER. SONOS’ CONTROL SOFTWARE PROVIDES FULL CONTROL OF MOST MEDIA SOURCES AND YOUR PLAYLISTS, SPEAKERS AND ZONES.

WE BELIEVE SONOS IS A GREAT ADDITION TO OUR NETWORKING STABLE. ALL IN ALL, SONOS OFFERS AN AFFORDABLE, RIDICULOUSLY EASY-TO-USE ENTRY POINT PRODUCT FOR STREAMING MUSIC WIRELESSLY THROUGHOUT THE HOME.

COME IN TO SEE AND HEAR ALL THE LATEST IN WIRELESS HOME STREAMING TECHNOLOGIES.
PARADIGM® rated #1 for 21 years. Judged by over 1,000 independent retailers by the “INSIDE TRACK” industry publication. PARADIGM was ranked as #1 for best price, value and performance loudspeaker.

PARADIGM epitomizes everything we believe in: tremendous value and exceptional build quality, matched with excellent support. PARADIGM has literally over a thousand dealers worldwide, so for our company in Gahanna, Ohio, to receive the “PARADIGM Dealer of the Year of Award” is a professional career highlight and very satisfying for all of us. Of course, many thanks to all our customers who helped us achieve this award.
Genesis Audio is dedicated to the design, specification and installation of world-class Home Entertainment.
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